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QUESTION 1

You are designing an n-tier solution for use by multiple groups of users. The solution consists of a client application that
collects information from users and transmits it to a business layer for processing. The business layer sends the 

information to a service layer by using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). The service layer exists on multiple
servers. 

The solution must send the collected information to a specific server in the service layer based on the user\\'s group. 

You need to recommend an approach that will allow the information to be sent to the correct server. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Create a Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) activity on the client. 

B. Implement the WCF 4 Routing Service. 

C. Impersonate the client in the business layer. 

D. Implement a duplex contract on the service layer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a Windows application by using Microsoft .NET Framework 4 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. 

You plan to add a feature to the application. The application will be used in several different locales. The application will
send data to a centralized server and log the date and time information. 

You need to ensure that the date and time information includes the local Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) offset value.
Which class should you use? 

A. CultureInfo 

B. DateTimeOffset 

C. CulturelnfoConverter 

D. DateTimeOffsetConverter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application by using Microsoft .NET Framework 4. 

You need to ensure that when the user attempts to run the application, the user cannot use the application if a new
version of the application is available. 
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What should you do? 

A. Deploy the application by using the XCopy technology. 

B. Create a Custom Action within the MSI package to check for updates. 

C. Use the ClickOnce technology along with the Search for updates during application startup setting. 

D. Use a BackgroundWorker object on an application load to connect to a Background Intelligent Transfer Service
(BITS) service. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application by using Microsoft .NET Framework 4 and
Microsoft SQL Server 2008. 

You create a window that allows users to search for products that match a given name. Search results are displayed
when the user types each letter of the product name. 

You use a method named FindProducts to obtain the list of products. 

Users report that when they type a letter of the product name, the window stops responding for a varying amount of
time. While the window stops responding, users cannot type more letters. The window stops responding even when the 

search generates few results. 

You need to ensure that the window responds while users type a name. 

What should you do? 

A. Cache the results returned by the FindProducts method for each set of criteria. 

B. Use a VirtualizingStackPanel class to display the list of client applications that match the given name. 

C. Create a delegate for the FindProducts method. Pass the delegate to the Invoke method of the Dispatcher property
of the window. 

D. Before you call the FindProducts method, call the Freeze method on the Brush object that is used as the Background
property of the window. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Developers required to use part of functionality of COM assembly. You must to design an interop assembly that expose
COM functionality. Choose 2 as part. 

A. Design assembly that expose required functionality of COM 

B. Design assembly that expose full functionality of COM 
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C. Use embedded referencing 

D. Use normal referencing 

Correct Answer: AD 
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